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International interest in Norwegian
digital training

Participating in the HazardEx conference in October 2021, the Norwegian ed-
tech company Trainor experienced significant interest in their premium
digital training product offering. - The industry deserves great Ex training,
and that is exactly what we deliver, says Morten Aasen, Trainor CCO.

Experienced newcomer
While entering the podium as a newcomer to speak at HazardEx, Trainor has
over 30 years’ experience of Ex and Electrical safety training. From the



position as the Nordic’s leading provider of training for professionals, Trainor
is now targeting the broader international market as the need for digital
training products and solutions grows rapidly.

- We are experiencing increased demand for high quality e-learning for
workers in Hazardous areas, explains Aasen. 

While most associate e-learning with rather uninspiring power point slides,
Trainor’s products differ from any other provider both on content and the
overall learning experience.

- As far as I know, we are the only company developing Ex training as a
cinematic learning experience, Aasen says. Combining technical expertise in
Ex safety with industry-leading, game-engine technology, 3D animations and
superior storytelling has proven to be a very successful formula for Trainor.

- Who said learning had to be boring? asks Aasen rhetorically and continues: -
At Trainor we believe great learning should be memorable, informative,
competence enhancing, and entertaining. We combine our experienced in-
house Ex experts with game developers, 3D designers, script writers and film
producers. Together they make a unique, immersive learning experience –
powerful safety training that safeguards people, assets and the environment
by preventing critical operational hazards and accidents.

Great response
Responses after speaking and exhibiting at HazardEx has been very positive,
Morten Aasen summaries:

- Clients and partners want to work with us to take advantage of the
cinematic and immersive e-learning we’ve developed, and we’re already in
dialogue with several for specific projects. 

Trainor is a company name worth noticing for your future Ex and Electrical
safety training.

Trainor is an internationally recognized company setting new standards for
safety training. Based in Norway, we provide training services, digital



solutions and technical consultancy services to offshore, maritime and land-
based industries worldwide.
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